About Thailand

The first impression from the Thai people was that they are smiling a lot, and they are friendly. When we went out to the street we saw that most of them (except the taxi and tak-tak drivers :) even tried to help us when we were in trouble even if they could not speak English.

The landscape is really beautiful. The Thai people can feel really lucky about this. They have every natural thing: mountains, waterfalls, islands.

The weather is warm and it’s good but during the rainy season it’s a bit “heavy” to the European people.

The Thai kitchen is really colorful. Sometimes it’s a bit spicy but with coconut it’s a bit softer. They have a lot of fresh fruits (to the European they are exotic).

We met with the health system. It looked really organized.

I think I can be really lucky to spent here 1 month and met a bit with the Thai culture.